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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Culture is a set of meanings and alues that organise human life and a world 

\ iew In the life of each indi idual and especial!) the faithful. there are particular 

significant and decisne moments for discerning Gods call and embracing the 

mission entrusted M Him. Inculturation enables the local church to li e the best of 

the tradition oi her people in a w a\ that full integrates them within the life and 

message of Jesus Christ. 

Natural!) the human person experiences a longing and emptiness that 

comerge in a basic inner 'earning that prompts what we explain as a religious 

experience This experience is expressed in a community sharing the same inner awe 

that builds a structure of worship. rituals, ordinances. symbols, and a relationship 

among members. A people's Religion explain and gne a phenomenological 

meaning to life. explaining what. \\ M. and how a people do what the do with a 

transcendental relationship 

F \ en human culture has a particular religious expression. This explains 

wh). for instance. e \ en after mem hundred years of angelisation of the Mt Icem a 
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region. there still exist traditional sects and a plurality of Christian denominations. 

The African Bible on the Ground protect attempts to dey clop a methodolog that 

explains the essential religious yalues that hay e found different expressions in 

African cultural situations This is in the strict y len of eyangelisation from the nen 

catechism of Christian theolog ....the discipline that articulates an understanding 

of the meaning of God in our Ines based on an in-depth and systematic my estigation 

of both the Christian faith tradition and the lied experience of people-. 

Marriage, an essential phenomenon ot' the human nature, is a concern or the 

mission actiy itv In the process of inculturation. the Aincan Bible on the Ground 

focuses on the human culture. Cultures are deeply rooted in humanity yxith a NY itness 

of openness in a particular expression The locus of the project is to ensure that 

Christian hy ing gIN es meaning to cultural Yalues that are essential tenets of a 

people's lite 

This essa\ considers the traditional African \ ;flues of marriage. yy ith special 

reference to the afekupi—  and the people settled around Nanyuld ton. The stud) 

is based on anansis of the implementation of the African Bible on the ground 

project . The project demonstrates a concrete and nen approach to marriage in the 

modem society', to help people discoyer Christ in their marriage and family life. The 

!limit\ is the centre of a human commonty and the basic formation of the indiy idual 

person 

I II ¼ 'BAUte. 	quo, i?eltguno d'7,tii , .thon 22 
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1.1 	BACKC ROE ND TO THE sill. DI 

The church in her mission is re' 'siting the African cultural \ alues in the era 

of reformation, in the light of the Gospel From the pre-Cormation. (Jer. I .-11. our 

being lbrmed and created b\ God. to the age of formation in hich \\e ha\ e receked 

the Christian kurh from the missionaries. inculturation initiates the age of re-

formation, in \\ Inch  our cultural \ :flues are addressed Lk the mission actk it 

Mt kerma. according to Fr Ra\ inond. OS B. is the monument of' God, the 

mountain of transformation It has a tremendous cultural and religious significance 

to the people of central Ken' a. According to the .Agikinu. it is the home of -Ngt11 ... 

God 	the local people relate to it \\ ith  deep rmerence_ as a sacred realitv. a 

manifestation of the presence of God and the imsterious origin of the first human 

being -"Alit,gibit 	Similarly. God lied on Mt Sinai from \\ here  He manifested 

His mysteries (K. 3: I ). 

. At the Coot of Mt hen\ a in the Agikuvu belief "Aizoi instituted marriage. 

the origin of the Agikmu people. "ollthy// -  \\ as  instructed and directed on ho \\ to  

establish a famih and relate to •Ago, 	as he did to Adam. (cf. Gen. :27-28). He 

pros ided a \\ oman. Mumbr  - the procreator. to Gikuyu. He prepared the marriage 

and a home for Gikuvu and his 'ilè Mumbi. In the Agikuyu Mythology. -Algan .  

instituted both the "Wart -- lank and the Molunga 	He solemnised the 

marriage bemeen the daughters °I 'quint,' and the nine \ oungmen (c1 Gen. 2.18- 

Nelliglkil‘ 
	 he pii•oil 	rrikr. pelmin 
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25) 	Pius. marriage among the Agikthu is diGnel \ instituted and blessed to 

generate the human famil\ Thus. -Marriage belongs to the order of creation and to 

the order of redemption-  It has its origin and orientation in God. 

The African Bible on the Ground Project focuses on a \\ holistic  formation of 

the person from this perspecm e. The proiect realises the necessan fact that. e'en 

human group_ and societ). has a \ alue system. such that. -an) discussion of 

inculturation demands an understanding of cultural pluralism and of the relationship 

between religion and culture 	Inculturation is the process b) which the Gospel 

message adopts and expresses itself within a cultural \ alue structure. 

Namuki area marked with a aned ethnic blend and dnerse cultural and 

religious manifestation. was original) a war zone between the ..thin Mao freedom 

lighters and the colonial armv [he land and part of the house that is now the 

Benedictine monasten original!) belonged to an arm) major It was donated to the 

Benedictine Monks M Man Radcliffi to built a spiritual centre on it. (cf appendix 

4). All the people settled in this place migrated from their original homes, some as 

sen ants and \\ orkers  of the white settlers and army officers, while others have 

bought land. -Die Samburu. Meru and .Agikuvu are the original people 

geographicallx 

A pastoral insertion and anakses on the influence of this nature of settlement 

indicate that. the Agikmu lank and clan structure has been interfered with, making 

it hard to promote cultural alues and °Nene ceremonial rituals. There exists an 

- — 
J. Kenkati. Pacing S Ii. keritvi_ 	tti 	 belie' 
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urban tspe of settlement in sshich indisidualism. and selected neighbourhoods are 

embraced People Inc as indis iduals. and relate according to social classes, and not 

as families or clans This realrts has substantial influence on this communit). which 

calls for a new pastoral approach. 

The social morality in the stud' site does not promote the traditional cultural 

and Christian salucs. with a speciai concern to marnaue and famils life, due to lack 

of socieh support Sexualm as a fundamental component of personality's, modes of 

being. and manifestation. of communicating with others, of feeling, of expressing 

and Its inu the human lose. is the most corrupted. 

Prostitution within Nam uki toss n and it's en irons is a [vain\ I . This is 

facilitated and promoted by the presence of the British soldiers who come for joint 

militan training with the Iceman soldiers, and the Airim and Airforce barracks next 

to the town. Sexualib should be ordered to the comugal lose of man and woman in 

marriage Hie ph \ sical intimacy ot -  the spouses become a sign and pledge of the 

spiritual communion (C C. C . no.23uil 

As the Church in Africa experiences the mesitable Western cultural 

influence due to ulobalisation. there is the definite increase in passise consumerism_ 

which has robbed people of their precious cultural salues. This promotes other social 

issues such as. ‘iolence in families, broken marnaues. single parenthood. attempted 

suicide and suicide cases, and abject posert 

African cultural and Christian s.Uues are left to the aged "ho are becoming 

fewer eNen other das The African Bible on the ground re \ isits, in an illustratise 

pedagogs. the Airican sallies as a ssas oluie of our ancestors. translated and reit ed 

I rom nciti ICst:at.: 
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in the light of the Gospel as a kkak of life of Jesus Christ. our proto ancestor. This 

study intends to ankse the remedies dek eloped and demonstrated on the project to 

counter the collapsing meaning of the sacrament of mammon\ 

1.2 	THE CHL RCH, MARRIAGE, AND INCL LTURATION 

The church in her mission. -to therefore, and make disciples of all nations. 

baptise them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. 

teaching them to obserk e all that I ha' e commanded \ ou.-  (Matt 28:19). has the 

passionate responsibilik to like up to the command and commission of her master 

This teaching and command is a child of a particular time, within a cultural context. 

but with the unix ersal orientation tokkards dikerse global cultures, in a new age. It is 

in this realisation that the African sk nod celebrated the incarnation of the mission 

actik ity in Africa. in the life experience oi- eker\ people in the African world. 

This essak focuses on inculturation as a process by which a particular 

people respond to the sak in ‘k Old of God in.' express their response in their own 

cultural forms of kkorship. reflection. organisation. and life- II  This is to demonstrate 

and clank to the church in our Lime that. God prepared the African people in a 

special kkax to translate and receike the Christian faith through their cultures. 

Christ's faithful are incorporated in the church through the sacraments. 

According to Can. 204. par t. the Christian faithful are those who, inasmuch as thek 

hake been incorporated in Christ through baptism. are constituted as the people of 

God. For this reason_ since the hake become sharers in C'hrist's Priestlk. Prophetic 

• 1hOrtel 	I , trigeltzrilion  
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and Rotal office in their ott n manner, the' are called to exercise the mission %\ hich 

God has entrusted to the Church to Ilillil in the 	odd, in accordance ttith the 

condition proper to each one. 

Marriage. one of the sacraments. is a phenomenon that is common and 

natural to all humanity_ expressed in di else cultural contexts Can. 1134 explains, 

from a t ahd marriage arises a bond bete  en the spouses which by its yert nature is 

perpetual and exclusit e. In a Christian marriage the spouses are consecrated for the 

dunes and the dignitt of their state bt this special sacrament. This bond bettteen the 

male and the female peisons in a matrimonial partnership is the centre of human life 

It is perpetual and exclusne factor of the human nature. The African Bible on the 

ground protect considers marriage as a natural fact of the human person. hence 

presents it as the creation or the tt ord of God. ttith a relet ant foundation in the 

scripture. 

As Pope John Paul H. launched the nett et angelisation for the third 

millennium. "he int ited both the la Christians and the Ministers to turn As ith 

renoted interest to the Bible. 	The Holt Father has a \ icy. or inculturation that 

must be rounded on and expressed in the scripture He sat s. 

Iii ,tIdel that the t‘tkItt 01 trod iii 	x kiiru‘ri. h,cd ind ponderr:LI and prescned In the 
hearts ot We faithful. 	K2 H. s.. 	c.jt dibus oust he wade to proude aLcess to the 

er.i serwaric, Sr)ecilicaln. this Thud he done through hill iii prirthrt translation or the 
liiblc repined zn. 	 ...o-operutiori ‘‘ ..th other churches and ecclesial 

.icecurrribieu 	rtiirtit 	 to.: Ili pia\ CI III 	\ lilld chrtStlillt 
hills.ctuiiuiiitirHtS 	ditriti-, 	Mutt.: ii In tO phi I he ....aercd ii:enottires into the hands or 

i; 
;ill the rattlinti ight loin the 	011111.'4 >c.ir ,  

tioPo John Paul :Iii.inoiffithr 	 :Nth entente- \IA 
	I994 No .4t5. 

Pope John Paul :I /- cth %tit tit Int ,t September 4 lour> No SS 
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The Atrican Bishops stressed the importance of e‘angehsation of 

inculturation. the process bov \\ Inch  Catechesis takes flesh in the \ arious cultures. 

The emphasised inculturation as an urgent priorm in the life of the particular 

churches for a ram founding of the Gospel in Africa. Incultumtion is a term that 

denotes The presentation and re-e\pression of the Gospel in terms and forms proper 

to a culture. a process uhich result in the reinterpretation of both. uithout being 

unfaithful to either- 	The Bishops stressed it as a requirement for e; angelisation 

and one of the greatest challenges for the Church on the continent on the e \ e of the 

third millennium as Gods lank. 

The protect has \ ery rele \ ant and lasting meaning to the local Church. Just as 

the Pope's representatne to kerma said. -Ibis is a neu uav of understanding the 

Hob Book-. 	Man; participants hale requested that this "mohirtga be called 

-The African Bible on the ground ii iñ vouge at Hapc At the village, people get 

in touch uith their true cultural sel \ es. re\ isit. define and emphasise their \ alues. At 

this \ Wage that is the project. life is generated and promoted. people get formatke 

support and ethortation. he project defines and affirms their identity The African 

Bible on the Ground project in the \ illage of hope is the first eNer in Kenv a to take 

on a practical implementation 01 the church's recommendations as far as Neu 

EN arwelisation of the African continent is concerned 

The protect demonstrates the prophetic Christian teaching found in the 

African cultures, and its rootedness in God's re\ elation. \\ hich  is intrinsic to them. 

As Schillebeeckv observes. Me structural changes uhich hale taken place in the 

'it el . I ran,v., 	ellui cllinlle. 

I is 	low!. (110 \ .1:1111 I 011LICC I. I Chr. .11 2 	2iii  .11 the pt otect site 
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soeieb. 	ha ‘e proloundk affected the position of marriage and farmh life The 

CamIv has suffered a fundamental loss-. " The urban realitv of Nam uki ((mil that 

sets the obiecthes of this such. has consequently affected marriage and rank lite. 

1.3 	OBJECTIVES TO THE Sal D1 

The general objectn e is to anal\ se the influence of the multiethnic settlement 

nature in Nam tiki on the cultural ‘alues of marriage and familv life of the Agikuvu 

people 

Specificalh. this stud' sets out to e\ aluate the influence of -The Afilcan 

Bible on the Ground Project. on the inculturation process hith relerence to the 

African concept of marriage, modelled on the Agikuvu traditional marriage 

The third objectne is to elaluate the project's initiative to empo‘ker the 

thmilv through transformational enlightenment as the central basis for am human 

communitv. among the kgikuv u 

Finailv, the author \\ ould  like to reflect on the ellbrt and ‘ision of the church 

community, in the contem of the ethnic groups in Kema. in the mi.\ ersal mission of 

the church as God's [bind> in Africa This is done in order to demonstrate the 

theological rele‘ance to the sacrament of marriage on the African setting. 

.1(1/T/Cryir 	/it 	CM. 	 VOI I 



1.4 	R STIFICATION OF THE STI. DV 

God prepares e \ er\ people in a particular cultural context to encounter Him. 

He 	re \ eals Himself in a special \\ ay  to a people in their cultural and historical 

experiences. fins stud' and reflection is a response to the concern of the \\ hole  

church to promote indigemsation b studs mg and reflecting on e \ en effort of a 

Christian communit\ to realise the process of inculturation. 

This essa) and reflection on the project is a contribution to the effort of the 

Christian communib to \\ ards  inculturation. in the academic reflections through 

examinable practical e\ aluations. 

This is part of the ,econd phase of the project. It is en important to note 

that a great effort must be made to bring out a documented theological anal\ sis of 

\\ hat  the local church has realised in practical terms 

The author's focus and concentration to marriage is an attempt to document 

this theme (of marriage) to pros ide stud' guides for on going formation in marriage 

processes and its establishment. as \\ ell  as counselling or families. and benefit other 

readers. 

The African people. called b\ God to inatunt\ in faith. hme a need and 

therefore a right to contextuallie the \\ ord  of God \\ ithin  their aiue s\ stems with 

reference to a s\ stematic documentation as the current one This stud' suggests a 

\\ holistic  approach to meet people. as formed t) a cultural famib in the sacrament 

of mat ri mon \ 



1.5 METHODOLOCN 

The 	Christian \\ orld  has approached the issue of inculturation. and 

contextualliation \\ ith  a keen interest Elie focus of the methodolog is to claril\ and 

come to the affirmation that. God created the African person in his image and 

likeness, and has prepared him, her. for eternal sal \ anon from the basic human 

family. in the sacrament of matrimony This is based on the authors pastoral 

experience in the study area The people in \ oiled in the project \\ ere  inter \ ie \\ ed  as 

key informants, using a standard inter \ \\ schedule. 

1.5.1 hEY 1.NFORVIANES 

These included the Initiator and director of the project. Fr. Ra\ mond Tamale. 

0 S B Hie sponsors of the hut on marriage. Mr and Mrs Wachira. and other 

contributors to the project Mr. and Mrs. Agatha', members of the the Christian 

communik. 

Other respondents included but Small Christian Communities. \\ ho  take an 

actk e role on the project Christians of other denominations, on the I O'h  of october. 

a group of 27 members of the Methodist Church from Meru. on 12th  of October. a 

south group of 30 members of the Gospel Out reach Church of Nanvuki. On the 131h  

the author had 25 members or the ( .MA from Nveri Arch Diocese. More 

information \\ as  elicited from other beneficiaries of the project such as guests on 

retreat (3 Benedictine Sisters bet" een 7" I 2m  of Oct. i and counselling sec ices, all 

in the 'ear 2002. .A tape recorder \\ as  used with the permission of the respondents. 



This facilitated the author's collection and analysis of the detailed information 

QIN en 

The author took time on the project site to make a personal obsenation. 

reflection, and eyaluation, in order to internalise the facts on the ground. This 

effected inferences that hine been used to make a personal reflection and comment 

on the project 

the author ''orked hand in hand i\ ith the essa\ moderator ''ho has obsened 

keenly the progress or the studs tor guidance in the \\ hole  '‘ork of research and 

compilation the methodology adopts a mission theolog style for ne'' 

evangelisation 

1.5.2 SECONDARY DATA 

Inculturation is a task of great concern for the church in the ne\\ millennium. 

I° reflect l'ithin the specific scope or the subject marriage, the author has studied 

\\ ithin  the \\ ider  context of research taking note of and ackno'' 'edging the extent 

many other scholars hine gone in the understanding of the same phenomenon from 

their specific dispositions. 

Works on marriage, especial!' those from the perspecthe of inculturation 

ha‘e been re'lei‘ed in this essa' This has helped and guided the author to 

understand the meaning of concepts, academic emphasis and focus in the area of 

study Literature has been re' ie \\ ed  on the church's understanding of marriage as a 

natural phenomenon hem een mini and ‘‘ontan and as a sacrament_ These facilitates 

an African Christian theology or marriage 



1.6 	LIMITATIONS TO THE Sit 11/1 

Much of yt hat is on this project has begun oil in a en simple and practical 

W. a\ in consideration of the deliberations of the African s‘ nod. and the tyorks of 

man 	scholars. This is the first \y ritten attempt on this enormous reality that has 

challenged man), and has become the centre of locus Ibr both scholars and ordinary' 

persons. Such a pilot undertaking has its challenges This yy as attended to through 

literature re \ ICN\ in the same field 

Though the project site is tar Iron\ the author's Institute of study, he 

managed to mot e to Nan\ uki during the holida\ s. This alloy\ ed him time to take an 

actit e role in the e\ ents on the pfidiect site 

The blend of cultural 	oupings settled in Nanyuki has set eral ethnic 

languages \ditch the author is not familiar yy Mt Some bilingual interpreters 

cony ersant Y\ ith the ethnic languages and either English or Kisy\ ahili facilitated the 

inter' toys especiallY tx hen respondents found it difficult to be interviewed in 

Kist\ ahili or English. 

The project is suit at the infant stage and still adapting to the pastoral 

situation_ This implies teaching and conscientising the people. This reflection, on the 

theme of the African Christian concept of marriage finds concrete and authentic 

expression in human cultures, as is de\ eloped in the folloyy ing chapter. 
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(114PTER TWO 

THE AFRICAN BIBLE ON THE GROUND PROJECT 

The project comes as the long awaited realisation of the wish of Man 

Radcliff. who donated this land to the Alonasterv. This is a spiritual centre. Our lads 

of Mt. ketwa Monasten situated at the foot of Mt. Kenya. -I kilometres from 

Nam uki town. Before_ the centre was a formation house for the Benedictine monks. 

The centre was officially opened on the V of - Januan. 1979. The thought to change 

this into an inculturation centre came from Fr Raymond. 0 S.B. between 1999-

21ntu. when the project begun. The project is spread on appro\imately three acre 

land 

In 	I 993. the Pontilicai Biblical Commission issued a document. Me 

Interprctoilon ()I Inc Bthle in int (Virch. ‘xhich recommends that. -inculturation of 

the Bible local Churches hzne to make an effort to cornert foreign Biblical form 

into another form more closely corresponding to the culture of their own land.' 

The African Bible on the ground is a practical process by which the word of God 

meaningfulb addresses the cuaure of a people as part of God's plan of sal \ anon. It 

is a practical ewression and demonstration of the incarnate Word of God in our 

human cultures the African peison is 't.nded b\ the African Bible on the ground. 

- 

• Publicatit ins. it .itt 	 bk.. 3 
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into a personal responce to the ‘‘, ord of God and expresses it in his or her own 

cultural structure 

The African Bible on the ground takes on the approach of pre-formation. 

formation_ reformation, and transformation. Pre-formation (ier I.-t) explains our 

\ en origin in God Before we were born in a cultural context. God knew us and 

consecrated us. As a cultural people. in a process of thuh formation. we hake been 

formed bk missionaries in the ( Inistian faith. The reformation is the period of 

inculturation in which the local church is expressing her responce to Christianity in 

her own culturat forms a worship. reflection. organisation. and life. An incarnation 

of the word of God in the cultures that Is to bring about actike holiness in a process 

of transformation. The project seeks to remind us of the cultural k attics and 

traditions that we are part of. in the wider context of Di k inc Re k elation. 

2.1 	THE INITIATIVE 

The cultural form of worship. reflection. organisation. and life forms a 

liturgical structure in which this inner awe is expressed in order that the sacred 

liturgy may produce its full eiTect. it is necessark that the faithful come to it with 

proper disposition. that their thoughts match their words, and that they co operate 

with DIN ine grace 	By the exhortation of the Kenya Episcopal conference. Fr. 

Raymond came up with an idea. which he shared with his local church community -. 

They-  set out to find a new methodolop of proclaiming the word of God to the 

people in practical. relek ant, and tilustratike demonstration, by interpreting the daily 

ahem] A.( oriNtfluntierull 
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life e‘ents. ‘‘hich express a common shared human experience. vodmn the re N ealed 

ord of God 

The Christian communin agreed that the matrimonial life needed pastoral 

attention The sacrament of matrimom and farniI life touches and addresses the 

ven basic meaning to be human. for an indil idual belongs to at least one famil) in 

the life time. Mr. Solomon lAmchira offered to sponsor the building up of a locally 

set hut in nhich marriage and familx counselling could take place. This was the 

beginning of the project. Currently. other Organisations and Religious congregations 

are offering to sponsor the building or a hut or something else_ as the project 

expands into addressing other aspects of human In ing 

The initiatne the local Chnsuan commumn has taken is \\ 'thin the unnersal 

e of the church. to express and root the Christian message mthin the local 

perspectne of eN en faithlui in ei en culture. 'Hie project attempts to provide 

contextuali/ed gospel message through practical presentation of the Bible on the 

ground. to meet profound human needs 

2.2. TIIE BIBLE Or\ THE GROL 

The African Bible on the eround attempts to present African expressions. 

imageries, elements of culture and traditional religious ideas, as essential human 

aspects for sak awn, transformed b the Grace of the Word of God. 

The Bible on the ground expresses in illustration a meaningful relation of the 

African Bible to an African context today. For a more serious and elaborate use of 

the Bible, the project proude Christian communities and families N\ ith enriched 

1 6 



cultural ‘alues interpreted \thin the Christian \ alues. The African Bible on the 

ground offers a realistic and thnamic ability to interpret the 1\ ord of God in familiar 

terms to the local Christian communities. The poxxer of the xxord of God brought 

forth the earth. out of xxhich the human person \ \ as fashioned. ((len. 2.7). 

the Bible on the wound aims at concretising into Ii\ ed experience. the 

relationship bemeen humankind and the xxord of God. Bx. these it focuses towards 

the glorious redemption. 	the 'en fact of the incarnation ofthe Word of God into 

our human nature. ict" John I 1111 Marriage as a cultural pehnomenon is a pracnal 

symbolic expression of the cox enantal lox e of God to the people. The African Bible 

on the ground is laid in txxo major phases. the Bible therap) and the African \ illage 

as is elaborated bellox‘. in our studs. focussed on marriage. 

2.3 	BIBLE THERMIN 

The opportunities and dangers of in oh ement in the contemporary reality of 

marriage present the church x\ith a challenge to xx Inch she is bound to respond to in 

her preaching and practice. The Bible is a pox)er that transforms a person. the 

famil,). and societ). It is the mind of God addressing the state of a person xxithin the 

establishment of marriage, as a xx a> of salx anon. that brings eternal happiness to the 

couple. Thus. the Bible is to be read in the fund\ for xxisdorn. and practised for 

holiness It contains tight to direct spouses and food to support them in their 

discernment. It is their guide on their iourne‘ to a hob lank and the pilgrims staff 

to support them in their matriinontal corninitinem C hrist Our sax lour as the ultimate 

re x elation of God's loxe foi the x\ orld 	 '.l 4L is the grand subject. The farm!) is 
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in fted to read ti careful's. irequentis and pi a\ errulis to fill the mernors and rule the 

hearts. for the' are part of this ston. the faints or God. 

The communion of the lose between God and people. a fundamental part of 

the reselation and faith experience of Israel. finds meaningful expression in the 

marriage cosenant. established between a man and a woman. For this reason, the 

central word of re' elation. 'God loses his people: is likewise proclaimed through 

the Its ing and concrete word wherebs a man and a \\ oman  express their conjugal 

lose. The concept or African rue or marriage as a process finds meaningful 

expression in the Christian notion of pilgrimage in communion with her Lord, the 

church also a messianic people is going forward towards a future and a binding 

cas 	It is a tourney from within, a search for intimate relation, a means of 

detaching from the tumult of things and eNents, and the discos ering or Christ in their 

commitments As one searches God to find Him with more sweetness. The Bible 

therapN makes married couples find Him and search Him with a greater sigour. for it 

addresses their concrete life situation 

The Bible Theraps brings married couples in the understanding that their 

wax or hle is a participation n the ss hole soteriological es ent of Christ "As 

marriage is \ en closek tied to the culture in which it is found. wheneser the culture 

undergoes significant changes. the institution of marriage max be seriously affected 

as well- 	In marriage there is a mutual surrender of the whole person to the other 

for life. Hence. the Bible therap inn ites the couple to understand the many 

challenging life situations the think is laced with, Christ managed all these through 

	

he dilwmtage In the ( 	 lune 	 N.111-0/1i 	pg :4 
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his communth and in pra‘er As a COMMunit> the' ‘‘ ill learn to accept themsek es. 

empb themsekes En self-sacrifice to one another, and in giung the sel‘ es to the 

communit‘ 

The snoiit. message of Jesus to the couples in the Bible theram on the 

project is that ‘ ou ha‘e doubted me enough. excluded me from Your dail 

experience. He imites them to take courage. to surrender wholly and join him to 

cam their matrimonial - crosses' to the hill of hope In his o‘‘n passion he reminds 

couples that. I suffered. died for ‘ou and ‘ou are still doubtful. Hold the cup of 

sal ation. lift it up and drink from it, and I will be with ‘ou to the end of time. (cf. 

Matt 26:28) The therapeutic process engages and directs couples to emulate Christ 

in his incarnate ute, as a union oi communion in God 

2.4. THE AFRICAN VILLAGE 

The African Bible on the ground project assumes the Agikuyu traditional 

structure of families — ninon. forminr. a clan — mon/riga. or illage. Matrimony. 

which is both a traditional rite of passate and as a Christian sacrament, has the 

general orientation to corm-numb life. I he personal response of an indkidual is 

reached in relation to a particutar communth within the social life in the society 

Thus, the lamit‘ into which he is born is a farad\ of orientation and later when he 

marries he forms a new lamth a famil‘ of procreation 
21  

At the protect site, there are nine huts build in a simple African st)Ie with 

arious African decor, that constitute the African \ Wage. These form what the 
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Agikmu call. -mohlrtgo Nine is a en s\ mbolic number to the Agikmu and 

especially in relation to the origins of the society in marriage. Each hut is a 'Innen' - 

a Iamb in which \ames of cultural experience are analysed and $2.1 \ en a Biblical 

reference. The lama as the centre and origin of human formation, brings an 

indiy 'dual into communal participation. \\ loch  initiates acme holiness. 

Among the Agikuvu. this structure of In ing is di y met> instituted. They 

belime that -Ago, 	established this social structure when he proYided the young 

men to mart\ the nine daughters of Mumbi and Gikuvu This s> stem helped in the 

administrati \ e roles, educational responsibilities, and defined social relationships 

among families. A functional analysis iyill show that these families complement one 

another in the expression of the social and communal life. 

This structural organisation of the society is not ey ident in the area of stud>. 

because Namoki is a multi-ethnic settlement area One of the oldest settlers and ke> 

informant in the aiea. indicated alia, no one can claim an niece of land here as 

his. her ancestral propert>. because eery one has mo \ ed to this place from some 

other place. People hay e settled in this place from different parts of the world - 

including Europeans and thus. a is not possible to talk of homogenous cultural 

practices in a traditional set up 

The new hope the protect is Laying to the people here is that, although they 

hme lost their traditional cultural \ Wage settings. they belong to the new \ illage. the 

new family of God in Africa, and the new community that is. the church of Christ. 

Each hut contains an [African culturat concept expiamed in the light of Christian 

\ aloes, such as. seri ice. the .African meal. prayer, and others Thus, it addresses a 

particulai situation of a famik \\limn  a communth 
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2.5 	MARRIAGE AND COMMUNIT1 LIFE 

-Many different answers hay e been prodded by yarious cultures and 

societies throughout the history of mankind to the question of the content and 

meaning of the shared life of mail and woman in marriage". 
22 
 From the yery .  

beginning in maim different as in which marriage has been understood and 

practised in the history -  of human cultures. sexualitY has always been characterised 

6\ a certain y agueness, openness and Ile ibility. in which case it has to be giy en 

form and definition by societ\ There ts a natural inclination in mankind to marry. 

which is realised in the act of human freedom. The African Christian concept of 

marriage is a journey in the comparb of God, who initiates it from the stages of 

preformation, formation, reformation and transformation, and brings it to fulfilment 

in Christ, 

The traditional African people confirmed life ahead in the mother's womb 

immediatel\ it was concek ed As a gesture of appreciation. the indigenous African 

communib seryed the expectant mother 	this is the prelermation period or the 

child by the socieb. The parental care thus becomes a psycholbrmation in which the 

qualities of securm, trust, loYe, and hope are confirmed and instilled in the child as 

a continuation and deepening of mutual lo e. Thus. marriage confirms the continuity .  

of the life of the community 

Married life is a call to sery ice. with roles and duties one acquires with this 

new status in the socieb. Traditionalk a mother sery ing a child by bathing it sery es 

Vs! 	K....1:spl:1 	het 	•i' ofI. i/PIA/hiii • /id !UV!. . 
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both the community and the child. 'Or the child does not belong to the mother alone 

but to the \\ hole  communitY 	this is the formation period for the child in the 

particular culture The 'little of sen ice is instilled in the child YY ho learns sen ice by 

sening the communitY. The African Bible on the ground re-directs the child and the 

family toyyard the objectne sery ice of the community - 	this is the reformation 

period for the child in YYhtch sen ice is objectified. Christ transforms this sery ice by 

the Yyashing of the feet of the 1\Yeke Apostles. x‘ho represented the tyyelye tribes of 

Israel. and asked them to go and do the same 

Reconciliation is part of the ;Ate of the traditional African community . The 

Christian concept of the sacrament of reconciliation has these elements, the 

inch 'duaf the communitY and the transcendental Through marriage communities 

reconciled and liYed in peace Traditionally this is one reason ‘Yhy people um e or 

recened girls in marriage 

This studs confirms that marriage belongs to the order of creation and 

redemption The traditional African communal meal such as that at a marriage 

ceremom has elements of the Eucharist at the material ley el. The meal. therefore. 

gi‘ es us the ordinary requirements COI redemption. As St. Thomas says. Grace builds 

on nature. the African meal at marriao. as a symbol or unit' and life. becomes a 

necessan preparation or sal y anon the ordinan requirements in the African meal 

are transformed into Dome and redeeming requirements that points us to the 

heayenly banquet 

Prayer for an African in the family setting is a continuous ayyareness of the 

presence and faithfulness of the Supreme Being in ones life everience. 

Traditionally couples prayed Cor a blessing of their marriage yyith a child_ The 



African prmer has elements of thanksgking. petition for the present needs and 

prming for ffiture plans These elements are transformed into sming acts b\ grace in 

the prmer of our Lord. \\ ho 	e us a formula and uords v ith which to prm to our 

Father 

Africans hme a strong sense of family and that is ‘‘ 1-1\ the African synod 

addressed the church in Africa as God's familx The family is the basic Christian 

church in Africa Christian communities are a realm in Africa because of the strong 

influence of extended lainik relations. The project is uorking out a modality in the 

pastoral sphere to establish strong famil‘ ‘alues. The famth is a place where people 

root their being, and form identities. Gods' !limit\ in Africa 1kes in communion 

‘‘ith the uhole Catholic Church. 

As MIntz oh-K:1 cs, -- Airica 	catiEthl LLIni 	k‘orld re‘oIlition 	Fitch is so Li\ naiiiie that it has 
ahnost got out at Inlinun goutrol .1 is 	roolulloir at wail ;is d \\ hole. and, Ink:relive. no 
people 01 Wall' 1 \ C,lil IC1110111 1111,,I1cdt;‘1 	lic‘‘ ki\ 111111 01.  huimin 111,1011 	II 'N a total 

Jild oie ‘InCh 	[1:04, iii pha.!1:'• ii jib 	: Ile 	is the most sevcrel‘ if 
ixart of Africa 

The project oilers seminars, retreats, talks, to people on different aspects of 

life. There is marriage encounter sessions for couples. famih counselling for 

troubled families and also famil> support and education. Youth actnities through 

hich the educate one another Or recehe talks from facilitators on the protect. The 

project also encourages the creation and formation of small Christian communities. 

The next chapter outlines and explains the pastoral response that aims at 

reconstructing the dignit‘ of marriage as a sacrament, and the realisation of a hoh 

famik. considering both traditional culturai and the christian Gospel \ alues. 

VINT 	ii,,, Religions tint( Pniinsolin-L. I '.1%. 2'0 - 2 15 
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CHAPTER THREE 

MARRIAGE AS A PROCESS 

Marriage is a um y ersal social institution that defines a sexual relationship for 

the founding of a family and binds it for the protection and rearing of progeny. 

Marriage 21\ eS tOrm and acceptance to the mating complex in a society and 

promotes the solidarity of the kingship groups that are imolyed in the marital 

matrix Even society has certain rules yyhich regulate sexual practices. they are 

socially determined and in an enen instance depend on a specific culture, its 

demands, and prescriptions. 

In all its basic forms, marriage is the approyed means for the founding of a 

faint\ The desire for legitimate offspring is a principle molly e for marriage in 

ey en traditional society Ohl musk.  the mutual comfort sought in the married state 

includes satisfaction of the sexual needs of the partners as defined and expected in 

the society. The arriy al of a child enhances the emotional and psYcholgical byes of 

the partners. a process through nhich the maintenance of a alue system is met and 

family institution perpetuated 

In the traditional Agikuyu communitY marriage and its obligations occupy a 

position of great importance One of the fundamental features in the Agikuvu system 

of marriage is the desire of ex en member of the tribe to build up his o\ ii family 
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group. and bs this means to extend and prolong his fathers clan. This results in the 

strengthening of the tribe as a whole. 

The Agikusu regard the ph)sical operation on the genitals of both sexes as 

the starting point for the process of marriage. It signifies that the individual operated 

upon has been gisen all the essential information on the laws and customs of the 

tribe during the pre-initiation ceremonial songs and dance. The form of intimate 

contact between soung people is considered right and proper as the Nery foundation 

of a moral's. phssicallv and mentalls sound community. It safeguards the south 

from nenous and pss chic matadiustment. Mese guiding principles ingrained in the 

en hearts of the soung people sers e as checks to sexual promiscuits 

The Agikusu marriage is a process of des elopment. It begins from the time 

after initiation to the establishment of a lank which constitutes a permanent union 

between one man and one woman or seseral women. On signing the matrimonial 

contract. marriage ceases to be a personal matter for it builds not onls the bride and 

the groom. but also their kinsfolk It becomes a duts to produce children, and sexual 

intercourse between the man and his wife or wises is looked upon as an act of 

procreation and not merels as a gratification of a bodib desire. 

Culturalls. the desire to lime children is deep rooted in the hearts of both 

man and woman, and on entering into matrimonial union, procreation is regarded as 

their first and most sacred duts. .A childless marriage is an abomination to the 

couple_ their parents. and as such a disgrace to the clan. It is only after the birth of 

the first child that the couple becomes the object of higher regard among their fellow 

age mates. Marriage is one of the most powerful means of maintaining the cohesion 



of the .Agikutu societx and enforcing a conform) to the kingship *stem and the 

tribal organization tt ithout tt hich there is no social life. 

From the literature on tt hat arious scholars say and tx rite about the Agikuyu 

system of marriage, and the inter\ ies v th Le' informants. six stages through 

tt hich the marriage s)stem is organized hat e been identified. The first one is the 

choice of mate The \ oung man tt ith his •Rticu ..  age mates initiates the process by 

isittng the girls home to propose to the girl The ltmil takes °ter. through the 

remaining lit e stages that is. int estigattori. pa\ ing of bndettealth and public 

declaration, signing the contract, the tt edding dat . that ends tsith the ceremony of 

adoption after the performance of the 'Kinn) - mourning performed b\ girls. (cf 

appendix 5) To it's completion marriage becomes the connecting link bettteen one 

generation and another, and one clan and another Marriage binds the interests of 

clans close together and make them share in common the responsibilities of ram!

Ii fe. 

 

The author obsert es that. the traditional s' stem of marriage is something 

knottn to modern generation as part of the stories of the ancient Agikuyu people. 

Generall\ . for some \tit° hake a knottledge of this process. it remains a traditional 

cultural practice which does not find full expression in the modern societv 

Practicall) the combine all the stages into three_ for those who hat e time. 'isit to 

the brides home tt ith the parents. pa\ ment of -toracto" . - bridettealth and the actual 

marriage. 

Responding to a situation or .  a multi-ethnic settlement the project illustrates a 

process of marriage through ten det elopmental stages, that seek to remind the 

modem societ\ of the cultural nines and traditions and the Biblical re t elation and 
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message that it is part oil as God 1 plan of salsation. The project emphasites the 

redemptise and sal s 	role of marriage in the order of creation. Thus, emphasis is 

on the life and not the institution The project addresses the human person in the 

stares that it adopts for an inculturation process. It is the life bs a people that is so 

central to the sacramentality of this natural phenomenon that finds different 

expreessions in the different cultures. In this, the common elements in the Agikuyu 

traditional marriage are transformed 

3.1 	COl RTSHIP 

Among the .4rtikusu courtship is based on mutual lose and aratitication of 

sexual instincts betsseen the indis 'duals. The soung boss and girls are left free to 

choose their mates. From infancs. there is close social interaction betsseen the sexes 

which pros ides them As ith an opportunity of becoming acquainted ss ith one another 

before actual courtship. The' met during the traditional dances and \\hen  they 

grouped together for - Nig/a/co -  among age sets. - -Riko-  after initiation. - "Into. 

Traditionally a Young man accompanied ssith his mates \ 'sited the girls 

home and in her mother's hut proposed to her to seek her consent. Modern societs 

pros ides s oung people ssith a satiety of' meeting places such as schools, collet-res. 

yyorkinLz place. and urban settlements. ss here they des clop relationships that end up 

iii marriage out side the traditional set ups The parents feel neglected sYhen they 

learn of the progress. at times \\hen  they are already cohabiting. 

The project encourages both parents and the soung people to nurture the 

virtue of discernment. This is done during talks, seminars and other actisities 
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discerned to be appropriate or this sharing. The )oung people should knoss s‘hy 

they are getting married. hether it is the right and best thing to do at the time, and 

the right person The parents are encouraged to understand that the change sse 

e‘perience in the societ) is part and parcel or our being. We must focus on the 

goodness in the nature of the sacrament of marriage and not prioritise cultural 

definitions, unless it is deemed Ines itable. 

3.2 INVESTIGATION 

Investigation in the Agikusu s‘stem of marriage is a process that begins 

'Allen the man informs the parents of his plans to mans. to the time the girl is fully 

adopted in the famils or her husband Mere are some clans among the Agiku)u 

societs that do not internam. i'or cis.ampie. the • Katiticrundu and -Acetni The 

parents \soul(' ssish to kilos\ first from ‘shich clan is the proposal. the suitability of 

the family and its social status. 

The parents arrange to meet the parents of the girl and among other things 

they carry ssith them is "Nrohi 	\loon° -- the beer for asking the girls hand 

The 	discuss objectisel) after ‘s hich the girls consent is sought As a gesture of 

consent she sers es the beer. At the conclusion of this friendly gathering, the join in 

a pra)er. "Kisrutinnwhitt - 	uttering blessings for future units and progress of the 

tsso clans 

Both the parents and )oung people pray and hope that there should be no 

impediment Hope is the beginning of their Christian•life. The young people \sill 

alss ass hope for the support of their parents. Due to the element of inter-marriage 
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among different races, tribes and clans, parents aka>s pray and hope that the bride 

x\ ill not take their son m‘m. but rather settle to expand the clan. As they keep 

hoping. they pra for God's inter \ ention and guidance "Klerwhitnithia- 

3.3 	BRIDE PRICE/WEALTH 

Briclex‘ealth 	korai to is inandaton in the Agiku‘u customary laAN. the 

more you gae. the more suitable ou became. After the first '1 /4  isit by the parents to 

the girls home, the' come back to prepare the "Roracto - bridex‘ealth. x‘ Inch is 

brought to the girls home in instalments The engagement is not publicly announced 

until the required amount for sealing it is sent Among the Agikuyu. not less than 30 

.shccp and 3o goats n as to be ell en. in a fabulous marriage. 

The ‘oung man ‘kzts to pros ide animals for the ceremom of -Guihimo 

.Vgoono 	in N‘hich the signing of the contract is performed Not less than six 

animals (lambs) are slaughtered In this ceremom the boy gives special gifts to the 

mother and clan members of the grit as an appreciation for bringing, the girl up, and 

to repm for amthing she might hake lost, broken. nhile gro‘‘inia up (An element 

that should be adopted in bnden\ealth). 

The centre of actiN it\ is the paune of the brideN‘ealth. The meaning and 

dignity shifts from person centred to objects. The African Bible on the ground 

comments bride‘‘ealth as a gesture of appreciation and care. Thus the attitude and 

element of' purchase' should be purified The most important concern here should 

SileCI I 	elk .4.1N 	101 eur.s, it, . .10 ‘N tit INCL1 101 N1VCI.J1 tillerings and :acriliees 



be the persons exchanging then xous [he nue of appreciation and care should be 

cult]) ated so that, the person and not the • -rurtit to -  should be the locus. 

3.4 	PI_ BLIC DECLARATION 

The public declaration climaxes in a ceremom called "Ngurano - pouring 

out the Blood of unity. The slaughter ".Nigo/motzt ngitruno to announce publicl) 

that the girl is engaged. The' are certain that there are no impediments that >>ill 

disgrace the union into dissolution. In our modern experience, marriage plans are 

kno>th to the indt> (duals and second') to their friends. The parents ma' learn of it 

later. The' exchange their engagement rings prnatel> in most cases. 

On the protect parents and the Young people are encouraged to delclop the 

!nue of openness Which entait self-acceptance. The parents hme to accept that 

the 	are [lung in a different social >> orld from their mut and so x>ith different 

approaches to the same natural phenomenon that is marriage. On the other hand the 

>oung people must accept the fact that they belong to a people and so part of the 

histon or that particular people Marriage is not and \\ill  not be a private institution. 

3.5 	CELEBRATION OF MARRIAGE 

The traditional ,Agikinu >>a> of celebrating the uedding da> lacks the 

decency and dignity that should be accorded to this \ en special stage in marriage. 

Though some scholars \\ould  prefer to paint it -uhite-  as a meaningful and ‘aluable 

traditional drama it is primithe and demeaning. After the boy has paid all the 

bridewealth and he is read' for his >vire, he approaches the mother to arrange a 
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special da 	hen his ‘‘ Ile can be brought home the arrangement and the da) are 

kept secret from the girl. She is ambushed and carried to the boCs home, by his 

female [-elan es 

The NNeddrritz (la> marks the celebration of both families and clans as they 

‘‘itness to the exchange of Nt.ms bemeen the bride and the bridegroom. The IN\ o 

clans come together and in a ritualised celebration seal their union. This should 

enhance the mutual respect of the spouses toA‘ards one another, in a co‘enzint of 

mutual self gi \ ing 

After obsening the customar> procedures of marriage. Jesus accepted and 

blessed the inarriage at Cana He is the bridegroom of Gods people of the nex\ 

coNenrun (Mk 2 . 1ko. In Jesus Christ at Ulna, the couples are definitely invited to 

share the ‘‘edding feast in the kingdom of God an imitation in which e‘en couple 

partakes as the unite themsek es to the hod' of Christ. the church. 

On the 1\ edding day therefore. the African Bible on the ground encourages 

couples to cultuate the urtue of prayer Prayer purifies and strengthens the 

marriage "Marital spirituality creates a health triangle. \‘ith God as the third person 

25 
of the relationship God is gill. Grace for both the indi‘iduals and the marriage-. A 

l'amib that prms together sta\ s together Both clans are encouraged to pray for the 

puritv and strength of this marriage. 

R 	Vvicks 	) l'ersoits. (',(1 	./msc 	//andbrir)A (4 Poston:I fnenceling 2. 323. 
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3.6 	PSEUDO STAGE 

The Agikm u custom pro; ides that all omen must be under the protection 

of men, and to mold ha; 'ma prostitutes 'Act/boor . all \\ omen  must be married 

b) the age of I 5-2t) ears. The fun and excitement of the process of marriage ends 

\\ ith  the -A:wiry and the adoption ceremom The pseudo stage is a period in which 

the bride is the centre of attention 1-:\ en one seems to be concerned \\ ith  her. For the 

man she is just about to make him a real man M 	ing him a child. In modern 

marriage it is the time of hones moon, still at the emotional le\ el. in the \\ orld  of 

feelings. They ;;ant the Ilambmant \\ eddinu  and reception. retreat into famous 

resorts. At this stage the hme not internalised the sacrifices. commitment, and 

responsibilities that come \\ ith  the matrimonial co \ enzull. 

The African Bible on the ground confirms that this stage must come and be 

experienced as part of the process of maturik One most important thing the couple 

should kno‘) is that. it \\ orrt  be honomoon forocr as the human person is like a 

flox\ er. He unfolds and shm\ the true sell as the) continue to Ike together. 

Traditionath after the first child, the man goes out to look for another young \\ oman  

to marry. but in the modem \\ eddings. a  lot of mono is spent that at the end of the 

hone)moon the couples are bankrupt. The couple and the families are encouraged to 

delelop the 1.irtue of readiness. because the seh es must come real. 

rodittotr.r.1‘ this %%old is 1101 USCCI hec'.11j,;;: 	S 	thl oroscilliCS 	IICIC Ole other ‘‘ or ds :united 
t) 	modem ,tettenttion -.nett os iobarz. 	,toirirre H (not e .0'10 Hill 
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3.7 	CHAOTIC STAGE 

The African Bible on the ground realiies that, this stage is an trio itable 

reality in marriages As the self unfolds. it \\ ill  delinitels result into conflict bet \seen 

the couples. If the couples persist in this Ind's idual sek es and not realiie the reality 

of their units. the \\ ill  experience misunderstandings. quarrels. and oen fights in 

the famils A general analysis ss ill \ eriB that it is because of this stage in marriages 

that most 'omen resort to single In irig 

In the area of studs, this stage seems to hold on for sometime. There is 

liolence in some families. to the extent that a partner threatens to kill the other. In 

some cases either the man or the oman \\ ill  commit suicide because he:she cannot 

\sithstand their marriage an' more. Some of these extremes are as a result of incest. 

\ \ hen a husband, for instance, shares the conjugal rights \\ ith  his daughter or 

adultery in \\ Inch  case either the man or \\ oman  is unfaithful to their marriage 

The couples should realiie that the marriage bond is made up b) to 

indisiduals \sho are unique and different For instance, the genetic make up. their 

educational, and sociological backgrounds are quite different from each other 

Understanding or this indissolubfe units \\ill  onls be realised in the \ inue of 

endurance, based on the spiritual triangle in \\ hich  ones relationship to God inform 

ones relationship to spouse. and ones relationship to his/her spouse inform ones 

relationship to Cod in the ime. ihanksgn ings. communications. exchanges. and 

forgi \ eness experienced ss ith each other 
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3.8 	SELF-EMPTYINC STAGE 

In the chaotic stage the couple realizes that, they are not \\ hat  they thought 

the' \\ ere. Flow.e\ er. to promote the bond of unit) in matrimony. the couple must 

realize at this stage that they must become one and indissoluble. To realize this the 

couple must make personal sacrifices in order to become \\ hat  they are. Though the 

human person remains the unique indnidual. the sacrament or mammon calls for a 

sacrifice. a 121 \ mg up of the egocentric tendencies and locus on the de\ elopment of 

the common \ ision for the marriage 

I he spouse must pra\ and culti \ ate the \ irtue of object]) it 	Their 

relationship \\ at) God's plan of sak anon, should gne a common \ ision to their 

marriage. transforming egocentric 'nth\ 'duality into the unit\ and oneness of their 

marriage. The \\ill  de' elop an Enlorming decision making relationship, and 

facilitate reconciliation. Their drp mg Force in their liberating desire and the freedom 

to choose should be the marriage and not the indi \ [dual sel \ es. 

Self empt) Eng must be founded on sell acceptance. The couple should accept 

\\ hat  the ha‘e accepted in the matrimonial ccnenant. a mutual self gping to the 

other in lo e. The .kgiku\ u sa\ 	 muthunt na nnethont iguaga hamwe. 

Together let us Inc and if need be together let LIS die 	their marriage remains 

indissoluble. 

3.9 	INTEGRATION STAGE 

This stage constitutes the true marriage. Their marriage transcends the 

physical nature into the spiritual realm in which it is molded. The understanding of 
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marriage at this stage goes beyond the cultural definitions and determinations. The 

man should learn to appreciate his ife, not as an °bled ofactiit. but as a person. 

The fruitfulness of marriage at this stage comes from the inner essence or personal 

lose itself thus it empties itself in sell gising for the common Ision of the 

marriage. 

The couples find thermoses in a nes\ ssas tii their child/children, and the 

children dime as secure human beings, in the mutual lose of the parents. When their 

mutual lose transcends itself in children. f t also takes place in the IA ider context of 

human societs as a ‘‘ hole. Flies change the %vas they address one another. Thus, 

the' cultis ate the sirtue of oneness The marriage at this juncture, has come of age. 

and has to strise in holiness. 

3.10 THE HOLY FAMILY 

In the effort to remind an African of the cultural Nalues and traditions he/she 

is part of the major task of the African Bible on the ground project is to make 

himher realize and appreciate that he.she is part of Gods plan of salsation He is 

presented as the third person of the marriage. ssho Graces the marriage and 

transforms this phssical union into a spiritual union that expresses His lose for His 

creation. The couples-  lose for God informs and strengthens their lose for one 

another, and thus, the' become the sacrament of God s lose to the famih and to the 

entire human socicts 

A famils strising in holiness integrates all the activities of life and operate as 

one. lo eat together in the African context is a sign of peace and reconciliation. It 



expresses the mutual lo le shared among lama\ members Praying together as a 

farm!' is a significant realitation of the fundamental role the family has to pkw in 

the order of creation and redemption. from which it mins the pilgrimage of the entire 

church towards the beatific is] on as the congregate as the both of Christ. to 

celebrate the mysteries of sal \ ation. 

It is for the strength and bonding or the .African family that the African synod 

witnessed the famil\ growing together in holiness as the basic foundation of the 

Church of God in Africa. It remains united to Christ in her practice of the i nue of 

holiness. 

Theologicath, there are cultural elements in the process of the traditional 

Agikmu African marriage that demean the s.trictM of marriage. Bndewealth should 

be el aluated to maid the element of "purchase.-  Marrying for children should not 

be the sole purpose for marriage In most African cultures a ratified and 

consummated marriage is one that produces offspring The primal\ aim of the 

African marriage is to beget children and thus am marriage which is not fruitful is 

not considered a marriage. This conflicts with the Christian understanding of 

marriage, since a sacramentalued ratified and consummated marriage is 

indissoluble. This problem of childlessness introduces ghost women—  in 

marriages. 
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CHAPTER FD( 1? 

FINALE AT1ON, CONCIA SIONS AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

-Theolog( as a !Unction of the Christian church must sene the needs of the 

church A theological s\ stem is supposed to satisk t \\ o basic  needs_ the statement of 

the truth of the ( hristian message and :he interpretation of this truth for e \ en-  new. 

generation. 	It reflects on the human person from the perspecti e of the eternal 

truth of his foundation and the temporal situation in \\ hich  the eternal truth must be 

recei ed. The reflection and illustration of the rele\ ance of the Holy Book to Africa, 

\\ hich  is the task of inculturation, includes the African people in the realities and 

promises or sal\ ation histon 

4.1 	BAIA AT1ON 

While respecting existing thoughtful theological formulations, a living 

theolog( has to be alas in the piocess or re-expression as it is interpreted in the 

unfolding histon Reflecting \\ ithin  the Roman Catholic theolog(. this !king 

2s 
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theology has its locus the human communit>. the African Bible on the ground in 

the illage of hope project has flourished in this, for it is the product of the 

communit.). A reflection of this nature is not confining nor restnctue but a directhe 

into the re ealed incredible lo' e of God tbr !alumna' as is manifested more 

concrete!' in the person of Jesus Christ. Christian marriage has a prominent role in 

being "a real yr, hol" of God's concrete lo' e for humanity Christ himself elevates 

this institution to the digna' of a sacrament. The arrican Bible on the ground 

outlines its fele' ance and posime implication to inculturation for marriage in all 

cultures is a sacred institution. 

There is so much sundanb in the points of de' elopment in the presentation 

of marriage as a process. Marriage in the Agikuyu r-ntholo -  is a (fume institution 

'‘ tiled and actualised b> God In Gen 2.22. God brings Adam his spouse, in the 

same vu-i" he brought Giku'u a spouse. called Mumbi God therefore "appoints" a 

tie to a man ((len 24 - 14:44). piepares het for a man from all eternity. (Tobit 6.18). 

The basis Ior inculturation can be discerned in the traditional mythology. and 

in the li‘e stages of the .Agikuvu traditional marriage Through the ten stages. the 

African Bible on the ground protect outlined and deleloped the essential elements of 

the traditional alues in marriage as a process of gronth to holiness. As the Agikuyu 

cultural process links the origins of marriage in God. Christian calling and the 

proclamation of the Gospel emphasises the fact that it is a constituthe part or Gods' 

plan of sal' alien for humankind. in OW preformation. made manifest and actualised 

in Jesus Christ. 

The protect realises that. e'en though a theolog' of marriage can be 

discerned in all human cultures. a Christian marriage belongs to the sacraments of 
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the church. \Olt& takes a definite shape \whin the christian cultures \kith a 

uniformity that makes marriage come under the Church's legal competence. The 

African Bible on ground initiates an inculturation process in consideration of this 

Fact The Church defines properties of the Christian marriage as unit) and 

indissolubility \\ Inch  are also properties of African marriage, purified b) the 

African Bible on the ground protect. 

Considering the historical background of the study site, that is. a military 

operational area, it en es an air or a -onotert .  cuintrt. For \ oung people who ha \ e 

grokkn up in this enkironment. and educated M the military. the soldiers hake 

become their role models 'rho ha\ e grown up. married and now \kith families. 

kkith a military admiration This culture aliects people's perception of \ alues and 

their »a) of life. This ma) promote k iolence in families. thirst for personal freedom. 

and marriage break ups. The soldiers hake a kind of suicidal motto "to plant seeds" 

kkhere k er the' are and that creates an immoral social set up that promotes 

prostitution 

Nanvula as a border ton to three prok inces \\ ith  about six different resident 

ethnic groups and man' othei communities. cannot realise a homogeneous cultural 

practice The cultural custom ot' these ethnic groups. and indeed in most African 

societies. kk omen subordinate unclei the patronage of men. This cultural pro' ision 

and formation influences the attitude of men to\kards their kkik es in marriage. 

In as much as the protect acknowledges and appreciates the cultural 

pro \ ision for the care of \\ omen. it  emphasizes and stresses the fact that, this must 

be in line \kith God's \\ ish  for humanity It must hake the qualities and elements of 

the Di \ me orientation The dignity and equalth hem een man and \\ ornan  is so 
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clearly stated. God created man in his own image 	male and female he created 

them. ((len. 	27) The reason for man not being alone 	Gen.2- 18.20). is 

explained in Si Tio 291 that. where there is no wile man is unstable and transient. 

Thus, men in this relationship are to accept women as their equal partners. 

Modern society generally is moving out of the cultural practice of 

polygy nous families, to a more encouraged monogamous families. A general sun ey 

of this study reYeals that pub ryny is not still a pronounced issue in the pastoral 

experience. Man' people confess that no sober mind will cling to a polygy nous life 

in the current social and economic constraints. This facilitates the mission of the 

Bible on the ground project to dignify marriage as a sacrament. 

"Brideyyealth is the most significant. as well as the most preYalent 

characteristic for affirming the kinship and allinal group aspect in marriage". 	An 

attitude or purchase. acquiring. tuning olT. was unfortunatelY attached to bride 

wealth in the traditional marriage process as a priority This demeans the dignity and 

sanctity of marriage This element has changed with the modern society. In the area 

of stud'. and 'Matt in man' other cultures the customan procedure of bridewealth 

is not practiced. A dung man tanes what he is able to 21 \ e to the wits parents 

The understanding and the reasons for bridewealth has to be purified and 

retained Some young parents in the stud' area, intimated that briclewealth is meant 

to ward off the consequences of a curse which manifests itself in the family in 

arious ways, as something must be giy en for marriage to be straight. The African 

Bible on the ground project emphasites the cultural importance of Brideyyealth as 

affirming the kinship responsibilitY Howe \ er this should be done only as a gesture 
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of appreciation and care This Is the attitude the .Agikusu demonstrated in t2,1 \ ing the 

special gills at the feast of" 	" 

Something that still remains pre s alent in the African customary marriages, 

that require patience in the inculturation process. is the primacs of procreation. 

Theologians such as Augustine and Thomas Aquinas lune gisen a theological 

synthesis of the course of marriage as "descendants. mutual lose, faithfulness. and 

the sacramental sign". 'u  The emphasis is still put on procreation. The Bible (cf. Gen. 

I28) also expresses the goal of marriage, as multiplication through progeny The 

Blessing of a marriage ss ith children is a gill of (rod and a reason for joy. (Ps. 

127 3111 128 3-6). The Bible confirms that a childless marriage is a misfortune and a 

penalty from God. (cf Les 20.2(111 Isa 47 - 9: I sam I : I SIT) 

In the same Bible \se are told of the indissolubility of marriage as a 

CONdna/it. "Death. (and also being a prisoner or missing in time of ssar) can dissolse 

a marriage" 	Pomeia. sshich means unlass rut marriage. in panicular. marriage 

betsseen blood relations. (cl Les 	I 8:bli: Acts, IS: 20. 29), is loidable. Such 

marriages in the Ness Testament. of candidates for Baptism \sere dissolsed. (cf 

1('or. 5:1) Apart from this. St Paul taught that in death alone can marriage be 

dissolsed WI I tor. 7 -  39: Rom 7 1-3). The church also has taught authoritatis els 

that. " Bs their sen-  nature. the institution of matrimony. and conjugal lose are 

ordained for the procreation and education of children, and find in them their 

\A 	KosPet- I he0/0.11V 0/ C hits/hos 	itriiitiv. 
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ultimate crossn" 	These rsounds logically in the African orientation to the primacy 

of procreation in marriage and reasons for a dissolution. 

From these analyses_ some Christians find the church's teaching hostile to 

life, if not, at least sery remote from reality. The nes\ code of lass of Emperor 

Theodosius of -1.ttt A D. acknoss1edged and ratified the salichts or marriage through 

the partner's expression of consent in the presence of a sy itness The 1917 code of 

canon lass emphasised marriage as a cos enant and not a mere contract. with three 

ends as mutual surrender of the ss hole person. procreation. and rearing of children. 

According to the nes\ code of 1926. the essential properties of marriage are, unity 

and indissolubiltn. which Isere also mentioned in the 1917 code. The African Bible 

on the ground project deselops a nes\ approach to the understanding of marriage 

ss Filch focuses on the mutual lose of the partners. founded primarily in theology 

sshile remaining thoroughly human 

An essential aspect of lo s e is that. it does not stas yy ith itself, but tends to be 

fruitful. This 	as in the past UIN en a purely biological justification. by 	filch 

fruitfulness meant begetting children. The African Bible on the ground project 

endes ours to re-express this justfication in modern society emphasizing the 

fruitfulness of marriage as coming from the inner essence of personal lose itself. 

With absolute patience. the proiect seeks to explain to the couples that human 

sexualitY cannot be restricted simply to the sex act and the reproduction of the 

species. \stitch restrict marriage fruitfulness to purelY biological justification. A 

marriage ssithout children can he happy and fulfilled. for love has a salue and 

meaning of its O\\ ii  

1' 
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4.2 	CONCLE SIONS 

God in His son in the Human reality should be meaningfully and relevantly 

explained \\ ithin  the African cultural contexts. .All cultures \\ ere  purified and 

e'er ated in that one single act of lose. Hence. The African Bible on the ground 

project has anal\ sed cultures carefull\ . e aluatinu them in terms of the \ alues. goals. 

and focus, in order to discern the \\iil  of God and ho \\ to  respond to it within the the 

cultural context 

This stud' has considered three issues or subjects in relation to the ne \\ 

e \ angelisation These are. the traditional Agiktnu marriage. inculturation in the 

Church. and the African Bible on the ground project The study outlines ho \\ the  

cultural \ alues in the Agiku\ u traditional marriage in an inculturation process on the 

African Bible on the ground project transcends into a sacramental institution. The 

project enables one to tra \ el back into a t>pical African traditional culture that has 

formed himher. as par( of God's re' elation and plan of sal \ ation. This emphasizes 

our common orium, and nature in image and likeness of God. forming a ne\\ culture  

of the lama\ of God in Africa in marriaue, as a reproduction of his lo \ e. 

faithfulness. and creati\ e pin\ er The project bunts on these qualities in the 

inculturation process to effect an African Christian formation of the person in the 

family 

This stud' presents the task and goal of the African Bible on the ground 

project as to authenticate mammon as a sacrament in \\ hich  ones relationship with 

God informs ones relationship \\ ith  the spouse. and in their relationship to each 

other, relate to God in the lo \ e. thanksgnings. communications. exchanges. and 
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forgneness eypenenced \kith one anoihei [he African Bible on the ground project 

emphasizes that. a faithful relationship in mammon 	ill initiate the realization of a 

morallk upright society 

The church communitx identifies herself strongly \\ ith  this project, which 

realizes the recommendations of the African s\ nod in a practical and applicable k‘ 

It is possible that St Paul's mission approach of forming local missionaries is 

realized in this Church communib As they refer to it as "our project". they hake 

funded the project locally and ha \ e maintained it as their response and contribution 

to the mission of ne\\ ekangelisation  of the African continent in the ri  millenium. 

The concern of the studs as initialed tn the project in marriage as aco \ enant 

is the the person The wholistic formation of the person in the family. The African 

cultural formation has no place for modern elements in human relations such as 

homosexuality. lesbianiam. pestialism. and single moptherhooi that are being 

adopted by some Africans in the 	estern ci \ iiisation. Thus, the project has a 

potential to handle such social issues that degrade. demean the sanctitY of the 

sacrarnentality of marriage 

The kenvan constitution does not clearly define the terms and conditions for 

contracting a marriage Some customark forms hme been dehumanising and 

enslaling The draft bill of the nekk constitution chapter 	on the bill of rights gik es 

the project a bright future because it defines and sets age limits for a marriage 

contract. Customary marriages that hake ink olked underage girls in some cultures. 

some forced. mak oak\ get a constitutional legal regulation. This is to strengthen the 

church's call for an articulated dignity and purity of the contract in marriage as a 

sacrament 
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The African Bible on the ground is an effort of the local people in their 

search to understand and express their faith in God and has proxed an nentful 

re elation in the Christian \\ odd. As  an expression and demonstration of a liNing 

theologx it is not confined and not restrictne. but an integration of the traditions of 

the people \\ [thin the life and message of Jesus Christ. This makes Religion a [king 

experience of the \\ orshipping  commumb 

4.3 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The process of inculturation \ ith its focus and goal on the origins and 

destim of a human person respectneb \\ ill  bear fruit. There is a close relation in 

the explanations of the origins oi the human person in most cultures, and especially 

in the sacrament of mammon\ Almost all cultural myths explain marriage as a 

di \ inc institution Indeed, marriage as a natural phenomena ‘‘ith the human person 

can be the basis and instrument for e‘ angehsation. for it is the source and foundation 

()fall other human actuities. 

Tribalism as a disease is eating up so mans Kenyans. and indeed Africans as 

a continent. The project has the potential to root out this disease b> re-expressing 

and re-stating the attitude and \ [Ike 	serk ice in the human socieb. The project 

builds on the natural qualities and Nalues instilled in the child from the parental care. 

Cultures are teamed. and so theft: is no particular culture that is naturalb oriented 

tov\ ards exclusnib The African Bible on the ground re-directs our focus on the 

origins of cultures in God. through common concepts for inculturation. 
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As a formational centre. missionaries to hem a. and in fact to Africa can find 

an articulated exposure and insertion into the African reality in which the are to 

ork The project addresses all human cultures and especially in the African 

context. It is a common experience across Africa for instance, to talk about the 

substancial exodus from the traditional cultures to the embrace of a \\ estern  life 

style, As a missionary in this kind of chancing reality, an understanding of the 

background formation of the people. as is pro \ ided on the project. is of significant 

importance. 

As the project ackimoledges these potential success some elements \\ ill  

hale to be put in place to realise an acutal success. 

(1) 	The personel on the site must be imprm ed. The director of the project 

assisted In to other members of the community are insufficient to attend to the 

enomous presence of the \ isitors to the project site The project needs enough 

qualified personel to attend to the needs of the people. 

(ii) 	The huts build in a simple kirtcan st \ le are not permanent This might be in 

future straneous to the local donors \\ ho  ha e funded the project to maintain. The 

project must generate some income. b\ letting participants pa' a fee for senices 

offered. inorder to maintain itself 

Counselling sessions_ and in fact an\ session on the project needs time To 

the experience of the author. it takes atleast six hours to walk around the project. A 

\\ orking  fixed program should be in place inorder to manage adequatelx the \ isnors. 

\ 	allcm people time to rellect and sufficienth articulate the \\ hole  process. 

the centre should ha \ e a sufficient catering and boarding facilit\ 
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The African Bible on the ground project in the \ iilage of hope offers a 

• potential ground to de)elop and realise strategies for inculturation. With a en.  

d)namic approach_ it is open to \ arms trends of discussion in the tnculturation 

process. Inculturation mm not need an e\plosi‘ e beginning. but an implosi‘e one. a 

mo‘ e from within 

Personally I find this project as a major step in the realisation of the synodal 

church in Africa. As the project is scheduled to be launched in march of the sear 

2u0.3. I would encourage the local church to make this a source and fountain of 

spiritual formation of the Church in Africa, as the true family of God. It is an 

effective centre for ecumenism, and especial() among the Christian Churches. The 

number of other Churches, apart from the Roman Catholic who take part in 

teachings and seminars has stwinicantl) been impressi‘e The project has the ability 

• to dialogue with people from dfferrent denominational backgrounds because the 

starting point is the human pereson as a cultural being. 

4 
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APPENDIX 2: ABBREVIATIONS 

31 	 - other persons. 

ARP 	 kppendiees 
Can 	 Canon ; an 

C C 	 Crteelicsism of the Catholic Church. 

ChRC 	 C onstitutiou of Kama Re \ len Cornmission 

CM A 	 Calhohe Men Nssoeiation 

cf 	 Confer Compare 
Ct E N 	 Catholic I:MNel-so of Eastern Nfrica 

edtsi 	 E:dited In. 

etc 	 and others. 

EN 	 Exodus 
Gen 	 Genesis 
I Cor 	 I Cortnthians. 
I. NI C 	 Institute or Missionar Consolata 
Isa 	 Isaiah 
1 Sam 	 I Samuel 

Le 	 I e\ liens 

Matt 	 Mattheix 
Mk 	 Mark 
N N 	 New ork 

0.S.B 	 Order of St Benedict 
pm. 	 Paiauaph 

Ps 	 Psahus 
Horn 	 Romans. 

Si 	 Snack Eeelcsiastieusr 
I. S 	 I nited States of America. 
‘oI 	 N °urine of a series of books. 
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APPENDIX 4: THE HISTORY OF THE SETTLEMENT 

The area was originally a war ion.; between the Mau Mau freedom fighters and the 
colonial Army 	he "hole land around the Barracks was an open field in which the soldiers 
did their militan training and exercise Nam uki was a small town for white settlers with a 
small settlement in its background lot the ‘Incans who worked for the w Into settlers. The 
yillage was called "hvya Mbuil 	of the coats • because they kept goats. The original 
people here are the kiiktn us. the Samburu and the Meru. 

.After independence. the British .Ann moyed away and the land around the barracks 
was en en out The kfrican soldiers occupied the barrack. The land and part of the house 
that is now the Benedictine Monastery was originally of an Army major who sold it to 
"Bwana Picha" -- the name the local people gme him He sold the land to Mr. Bill inder 
who later sold it to a lady Mary Man donated the land to Benedictine monks with a request 
that they establish a spiritual centre. It was for some Years the novitiate house. 

The local goy eminent had to keep the town clean. They moycd the \ 'Hap "Kwa 
Mbutf next to what is now the monasten Among the first people to settle were Atitt and 
Gachithi who are by now dead and a lath. Wakaburi sho is still alne until today. The 
\ 'Hap: is still called lkwa Mbrvi (hough was MON cd a little further from the Monasten 
again. Next to the monastery is another settlement "Kan y onl named after the Army major 
who owned the land He sold part of the land to the Game Ranch and on a small piece that 
remained settled his sery ants Another croup that settied were some of the women who 
brewed local beer sold it to the soldiers the settled in "Mukuri" • Valley between the 
monastery and the barracks. The ywrre 1110\ ed and now settled with others in what is today 
called "Ismanma- 



APPENDIX 5: THE PROCESS OF MARRIAGE AMONG 

AGIKUIT 

The pInsical operation on the geilita organs or both sexes is regarded as a starting point for 
arious actiNities in the tribal organization. It signifies that the midi idual operated upon has 

been given, during the course 01.  the initiation ceremonial songs and dances, all the essential 
information on the lans and customs of the tribe. 

Among the things taught during this period are the matters relating to rules and 
regulations gmenung sexual indulgences The social life of Agnanu south coNers a nide 
field of actiN flies The) haNe been taught from childhood to dc N clop the technique of self 
control in the matter of sex. winch enables him to sleep in the same bed nith a girl nithout 
necessardN ha tug sexual intercourse 

The Corm of intimate contact bunco' Noting people is considered right and proper 
and the Nen foundation stone upon n Inch to build a race moralIN. pInsicalIN and mentally 
sound. It safeguards the Nouth front Eta \ Otis and psN chic maladjustment. These guiding 
principles ingrained in the Net) souls of the Noting people (men and nomen) sone as checks 
to sexual promiscuin 

kRRI kGE SYSTEM 
In the AgiktiNu communit . marriage and its obitgation occum a position of great 

importance. One of the outstanding features in the AgikuNti sNstem of marriage is the desire 
of men member of the tribe to build up his (inn !Minh group. and M. this means to extend 
and prolong his lather's mban (clam. I his results in the strengthening or the tribe as a 

COL. RISHIP 
Among the Agikuyti it is based on mutual Ime and gratification of sexual instincts 

betneen the indn «Mak. A CannIN is constituted M a permanent union betneen one man and 
one kNornan or se cral nomen. Through marriage a man acquires sole right to sexual 
intercourse null the noman 	omen nhom he marries. On signing the matrimonial 
contract, marriage ceases to be a prnatc matter, for it builds not °MN the bride and the 
groom. but also their kinsfolk It becomes a dun to produce children, and sexual intercourse 
betneen the man and his \Nile or NNINCS is looked at, upon as an act of production and not 
meren as the gratification or a both ii desire 

The desire to lune children is deep-rooted in the hearts of both man and noman. 
and on entering tnto matrimonial union the regard the procreation of children as their first 
and most sacred dun k eliddless marriage is an abomination to the parents and a disgrace 
to the inban elan as a Ni hole 

Among the AgikuNu. the rcanng of a lamilN brings NN ith it a rise in social status. 
After the birth of the first child, the couple becomes the object of higher regard on the part 
of their Tenons. Marriage is one of the most ponerful means of maintaining the cohesion of 
Agikuvu soden and of enforcing that conformin to the kingship s' stem and the tribal 
organization nit hout n Inch social lilt; is impossible. 



INST11 TION OF MARRIAGE 
Choice of Mate 
Among the 	gikus ti. boss and girls are left free to choose their mates without 

interference on the part of the parents on zither side. From earliest infancy there is close 
social intercourse between the sexes. Inch pro' ides them ssith an opportunit) or becoming 
acquitted IN ith one another for a considerable time before courtship begins. Courtship is the 
art of NN °mg. also the relationship or ‘‘oner and wooed prior to a formal marriage. 

114  Stage 
When a hos tails in lose \ \ ith a girl. he does not tell her directly or display his 

&Notion in public:, as this would be regarded by the Agikuy u as impolite and tthcalculated. 
He shares the matter with one or two of his best friends in the age group to Rich he 
belongs. Hie) pas a isit to the girls home as a group and enter the mother's hut. They seek 
the consent of the girl 

2" Stage 
The )oung man goes home and reports the matter to his parents. The parents 

prepare to meet the parents of the young girl. Among other things they carry is moil ya 
mutiny -The beer for asking the girls hand-. After the parents has e discussed obiecusely. 
the girl is asked whether she has agreed to be engaged 	she takes a sip or the beer as a sign 
of consent and gis es it to the parents. At the conclusion of this friend!) gathering. they join 
in a prtwer. kuralhonahur - Littering blessings for the future unity and progress of two 
families. 

3rd  Stage 
The parents go home and start preparing Runic so Down (sheep and goats). which 

is brought to the girls home in installment When the amount required For sealing the 
engagement has been sent, a dm is fixed for actual engagement ceremony called Nzurario --
Pouring the blood out, the blood of units. 

PL BLIC DEC L.ARA noN 
The significance of Nizto-arto and the slaughtering of Ngoontr to Ngurarto is in the 

final place to announce publicly that the girl s engaged St:condi> pros ide the relatises on 
both sides w ith an opponunits or meeting and getting to know one another. Third!). to 
decide on how much RutfrLso should be paid 1 ;Ow> u law - 30 sheep and 30 goats) 

The main feature of their ecremons consist in the killing of a fat sheep kept for this 
purpose. From this time on the interests of the two clans are closely linked. 

4th  Stage 
After this the boss parents ss ill start ins estigating about the girl's maturit) etc. 

when they are through with this. a final da is ft sed when to sign the marriage contract. All 
representatis es of the two clans and friends are ins ited The ceremony is called (huhu° 
Nt:osma. b en at this stage the girls consent is sought She must pros idc the knife and 
participate in the slaughtering of the first lamb. About six lambs arc slaughtered. There is 
pleats of drinking and eating. There is a dance, then it is time for the boy to gise a special 
present for the girl's mother and for the members of her clan. 

The girl can now go with friends and work witli the mother of her bridegroom. The 
function of kt:ouna is to Furnish a public tt,:acting co-mon> in tt Inch the girl is betrothed to 
her fiancee. 
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\k. EDON() DAY 
-ur Is Stage 
;Her the bras has prepared a hut and necessan preparation for household 

equipment. he approaches the mother to arrange a special das ss hen his ssife can be brought 
home. 	the arrangement is made according to certain propitious dass of the moon, in 
accordance As ith the clans histon and traditions Traditionalls. the das of marriage is kept 
secret from the girl. The ho) 's Female relatis es set out la atching the mos ements of the girl. 
she might be in the garden "ceding. or in the forest collection lire s\ cod. On finding Her 
the earn her shoulder high. as she struggles and reliises to go with them. At times the 
ssomen of both clans engage in a mock light In the process of earning the girl. 

For a period of 8 da>s. the girl performs ss hat is called kerirmsseeping in Mlle!) 
girls outs participate This is considered as the age group mourning for the loss of the 
sers ices and companionship of one of their number. ssho bs marriage. has passed to another 
age-group 

The bras has to silos\ b' certain signs that the girl "as a virgin, and the girl too has 
to do-the same to slims that the hos is ph' walls lit to be a husband Incase of impotenes 
on either side. the matter is put berme the !hinnies council and the marriage is attuned at 
once. 

CERENION OF THE ADOPTION: 
60,  Stage 
Alter the /yam. the ceremons of adoption is perfornted. A fat sheep is slaughtered_ 

the Cat is fried and the oil is used to anoint the bride. The girl is admitted as a full member 
of the husband's timid\ She is non free to mingle \\ ith  its members and take par( M the 
general \\ ork  of the homestead 

FEMALE 
The Agikusu custom pros ides that all ss omen must be under the protection of men. 

and to asotd prostitution all ssomen must he married in their teens i.e. 15-20 scars of age. It 
"as nccessan to has e a number of female children ssho could look after the \\clime  of the 
tribe as men %sent lighting enemies Flies we the salt of the earth, tile) time a sacred duts 
of creating and rearing future generations. The) are the connecting link betsseen one 
generation and another, and one elan and another. through marriage. which binds the 
interests of clans close together and makes them share in common the responsibilities of 
famil life And so the sas kt /mu 	Alraihunt 	Hamne- -Together let us Inc and 
if need be together let us die" 

• 



APPENDIX 6: KENVit'S CONSTITUTION ON 
4. 

MARRIAGE 

The current working Leman constitution has a biased standing on marriage. 
Nlarriaue is considered legal oil the oasis 01.  the agreement betwam the man and the parents 
or guardian of the girl No matter the age or the girl, in as much as the parents or guardians 

ha \ e gRenher m mamage.and the ma" to  l‘how she is 141 \ en accepts that she is his 	the 
marriage is alid. The &all Bill of the constitution of Kenya Re ICU Commission. Chapter 
V the Bill of rights. article 38 on fainib explains that, the state ill recognize the family as 
the natural fundamental units or woo) and as the neeessar basis of social order, hence it 
is entitled the respect and protection of the sock* 

To bring a meaningful respect to the institution or marriage. the Bill states that 
oer) person %‘ ho is at least eighteen sears of age. has the right to warn, based upon the 
free consent of the parties, and has the right to found a famih. and both are entitled to equal 
rights. It explains that parliament shall enact legislation that, in a manner constituent with 
the article and the other pros isions of the constitution. recognizes marriages concluded 
under am tradition or s)steln of Religious personal or lanub law. or sl‘stems of personal 
and limb law under am tradition, or adhered to M persons professing a particular religion. 
These it' enacted will bring about a clear definition of the forms and terms under which 
marriaues are contracted. 
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APPENDIX 7: INTERVIENN SCHEDULE 

(I) Raymond Tamale OSB. 
The founder and Director of the project. The Mikan Bible on the Ground in the ullage of 
hope, 

What is this. " I he African Bible on the Ground. 
). Is the African Bible another Bible different from the known Bible. 
3. 	What prompted this deep reflection on the issue of inculturation. 
4 Explain the demonstrations and teachings of the African Bible on the Ground in the 

scoop of --a true church re-expressed.- 
5. 	Explain the reit:\ ancc of the project to the local people in the context of the whole 

Christian realitt. 

Op Mr. and Mrs. Wachira 
The Waclura fanul \ funded the \\hole  construction of the hut on marriage. 
I. 	What inspiration or experience inch \ died their commitment to the realization of the 

project_ 
2. 	How has this in \ol einem influenced the l'amih Irfc as a Christian famil) 
3 	Does this theme --African Christian marriage-. influence the lire st le of the Christian 

\ alues in the societ 
4. 	What is the goal objecifie olthe project. 

• 
	

5. The ken \ an constitution has no definitions on terms and forms of marriage. 

(III). Mr. and Mrs. Mathai 
AL long settled lam a\ in this place and act i\ el i n' oh ed iii the actn ales of this local church. 
I. 	The General response of the people to the Christian faith 
2. The social strueture and the \ altic s\ stein a the people 
3. 'Ube beginnings of the project. the challenges 
4 	The future of the project and the effect on the church communifi . 

(IV) Methodist church 
Emphasiied so much the idea of ecumenism 
I. You hme come to the catholic church 
2. Is the project about the roman catholic In me 
3. What inspires )u on the project 
4. What future does the project hold for the chnstian church'? 
5. How does the project influences sour faith understanding 
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